Literacy
 Recognising our names on the self-registration board
 Phase 1 phonics – rhyme, alliteration, oral blending,
instrumental and environmental sounds.
 Listening to stories and rhymes
 Mark making using circles and lines.
 Learning to write our names.

Maths
 Learning the names of basic 2D shapes
 Sorting objects by colour/size
 Counting small quantities of objects in a line
 Reciting numbers in order to 10.
 Using basic language to describe size of objects in the environment
 Looking at the shape of objects in the classroom environment.
 Learning to recognise numerals 1-5 (and beyond dependent on
children’s current knowledge)

Physical Development

Awareness of space and of self
Group games; ring, group and playground games
Attending to basic needs: toileting, putting on
coats etc.
 Developing use of pencil hold and control.
 Beginning to use three fingers to hold a pencil.
 Using and holding scissors
 Personal Hygiene
 Healthy eating
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Making friends and sharing and taking turns
Learning the rules of the classroom
Taking turns and thinking about how others feel
The areas of the classroom – resources etc.
Learning routines of the school day
Extending speech to simple sentences
Developing a Growth Mindset

Understanding the World

Ourselves – our bodies, families, special occasions
 our families; who’s who, other families
 Summer holiday bags: talking about
special events in families and at home.
 looking after ourselves; washing, hygiene
routines, healthy eating
 5 senses
 Computers – using friction cars, showing interest in
technological toys.
 Learning about Harvest
 Reflections


British Values


Introduction of School Values

Expressive Arts and Design

Story books



 Elmer
 Handa’s Surprise
 Goat goes to playgroup
 It’s my birthday!
 Talking about our favourite
stories and sharing these.

Drawing/painting – self-portrait paper plates,
learning to draw a basic outline of a person.
 Role play – home corner
 Painting – easel; naming colours,
mixing colours
 Talking about different textures

Parental Involvement
 Bringing in Summer Holiday bags
 2simple parent share.

Festivals / R.E

Introduction of our class
reflection area



